treasure map of misc clues for errol
this document never existed so shred it once you have read it It should give you
enough clues that you can find references in emails so that you could have
discovered this info on your own.
Was he working while on injunction? yes, absolutely.
Was he careful so you couldn't catch him, yes, absolutely.
Places to look:
His first administrative assistant Jessica manni (REDACTED)
Jessicamanni@gmail.com she was contractor from a temp agency for 8 months.
She was arranging his travel, had full access to his calendar and did his expenses.
She supported him before and after the injunction. She was terminated
mysteriously around the time you started asking for background on Errol's
whereabouts.
His second admin Molly Andiamo. She is also a temporary contractor and is still
working for Errol and Curt. She was also doing expenses, scheduling and travel
Concur - Z1llow uses concur for all reimbursements and all receipts are required in
the concur system to pay an employee back. Errol's concur account will contain all
travel, dining and expenses witJt copies of.all.the r�ceipts. It shoul� also contain the
names of the companies ,or people he was pieeth]g wi!}l, as they are requirements in
the system for the expense to be approved. His co'ncur·account will show his
wearabouts. Spencer has to personally approve large amounts so Spencer will have
to be aware of what Errol was doing to approve these reports. Spencer personally
reviews the expenses of all his directs and he actually pays attention to the details as
he is super frugal.
Inman Technology Conference, NYC Oanuary, 2015). Curt booked private meeting
rooms at a hotel near the conference. Curt's calendar will reflect the meetings and
his admin's email will contain scheduling emails to arrange the meetings. Errol was
present at most of those meetings. Errol was in NYC working when he wasn't
supposed to be. Find out who they met with and the other parties will confirm that
he was present His hotel reservations were done centrally by Zillow's event team.
It is an employee who heads up events who works for Mitch Robinson (Carrie?) who
did a group reservation and he was on it
Also ... on the IP issues.
Curt has copies of Move's private MLS contact database, listing count database and
other databases stolen from Move. He uses a google docs account to keep them off
of his work computer. He lias accessed it from work and Many other employees
have witnessed him using this database and he is using it to benefit Zillow's efforts
as Zillow's database is inferior. Employee Will Hebbard works on this and has seen
Curt using it. Will is the keeper of Zillow's database which is now supplemented by

